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Södra Cell pulp mill 
orders evaporator from Andritz
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The next evolutionary 
step in press felts

A

Atrojet modules are the dawn 

beginning, together with his 
colleague Jochen Pirig, both 

amalgamated not only the 

years at Heimbach, but also the 

with customers in Europe and 

“In this respect we no longer 

At its paper machine clothing 

Germany, Heimbach combined a 
Atrojet technology can be 

paper side Atrojet base module twisted yarn structure than 

substructure enables tailored 

would naturally rather not say 
precisely where the trick lies in 

PPL reports

Franz Kiefer (left) and 
Jochen Pirig, the strategic 

product managers at 
Heimbach who developed 

the latest Atrojet felts
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or low yarn counts – Heimbach 

Atrojet technology also 

characterised by high symmetry 

homogeneous structure enables 

MD yarn structure Atrojet has 

in respect to smoothness and 

the demands on printability are 

makes extremely high demands 

drying, energy requirements (gas 
Heimbach adapts Atrojet to the 

be combined with an open 

start-up and the highest possible 

With its uniform machine direction yarn structure, Atrojet has far greater surface contact than 
conventional bases. This leads to a more even pressure transmission at the press nip resulting in very 
steady dewatering and even CD profiles
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that Heimbach considers that 

market share in the currently 

a much greater degree than we 

“The paper industry is our 
pacemaker,” Pirig said, in 

materials is constantly expanding, 

He considers Atrojet to be a 
product that meets the needs 

raw materials or rapidly changing 

The paper makers in whose 
mills test runs were carried 

new technology: Heimbach has 

the market: Within the Heimbach 

considered a competence centre 

are certain: “Atrojet represents 

the product that will dominate 

Heimbach’s Atrojet base module

Atrojet press felt, consisting of batt module and the Atrojet module combined with a woven base in the substructure


